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Development of the Coupled Atmosphere and Land
Data Assimilation System (CALDAS) and Its

Application Over the Tibetan Plateau
Mohamed Rasmy, Toshio Koike, David Kuria, Cyrus Raza Mirza, Xin Li, and Kun Yang

Abstract—Land surface heterogeneities are important for accu-
rate estimation of land–atmosphere interactions and their feed-
backs on water and energy budgets. To physically introduce
existing land surface heterogeneities into a mesoscale model, a
land data assimilation system was coupled with a mesoscale model
(LDAS-A) to assimilate low-frequency satellite microwave obser-
vations for soil moisture and the combined system was applied in
the Tibetan Plateau. Though the assimilated soil moisture distri-
bution showed high correlation with Advanced Microwave Scan-
ning Radiometer on the Earth Observing System soil moisture
retrievals, the assimilated land surface conditions suffered sub-
stantial errors and drifts owing to predicted model forcings (i.e.,
solar radiation and rainfall). To overcome this operational pitfall,
the Coupled Land and Atmosphere Data Assimilation System
(CALDAS) was developed by coupling the LDAS-A with a cloud
microphysics data assimilation. CALDAS assimilated lower fre-
quency microwave data to improve representation of land surface
conditions, and merged them with higher frequency microwave
data to improve the representation of atmospheric conditions over
land surfaces. The simulation results showed that CALDAS ef-
fectively assimilated atmospheric information contained in higher
frequency microwave data and significantly improved correlation
of cloud distribution compared with satellite observation. CAL-
DAS also improved biases in cloud conditions and associated
rainfall events, which contaminated land surface conditions in
LDAS-A. Improvements in predicted clouds resulted in better
land surface model forcings (i.e., solar radiation and rainfall),
which maintained assimilated surface conditions in accordance
with observed conditions during the model forecast. Improve-
ments in both atmospheric forcings and land surface conditions
enhanced land–atmosphere interactions in the CALDAS model, as
confirmed by radiosonde observations.

Index Terms—Cloud data assimilation, land–atmosphere inter-
actions, land data assimilation (LDAS), microwave remote sensing,
numerical weather prediction (NWP).
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I. INTRODUCTION

LAND surface heterogeneities, which control land surface
processes and therefore land–atmosphere interactions,

have an essential role in determining both water and energy
budgets. Soil moisture is a crucial element in accurate land
surface modeling owing to its control on the partitioning of wa-
ter and energy fluxes, which in turn regulates land–atmosphere
interactions. Several studies showed that soil moisture affects
both large- and small-scale circulations [1], [4], [30], modulates
meteorological droughts, floods, and precipitation [30], [43],
[45]. As in situ soil moisture information cannot be used
in numerical weather prediction (NWP) applications, satellite
remote sensing (particularly L- or C-band passive microwave
observations) is the most promising technique permitting quan-
titative estimation of soil moisture on daily basis and at regional
and global scales [11], [13], [28]. Although many satellite-
derived soil moisture outputs are available, knowledge to in-
tegrate these outputs into NWP models is very limited. Recent
studies on assimilating soil moisture products within a NWP
model had several limitations and thus recommended for the
development of more advanced assimilation schemes [9], [10],
[48]. As a result, [46] developed a satellite land data assimi-
lation system coupled with a mesoscale model (LDAS-A) to
directly assimilate lower frequency microwave radiances. The
results obtained for Western Tibet showed that the LDAS-A
system is capable of improving land surface variables (i.e.,
soil moisture and surface temperature) and land–atmosphere
interactions in a mesoscale model. They further showed that
improvements in solar radiation, in addition to soil moisture, are
necessary to introduce realistic land–atmosphere interactions
into a mesoscale model.

Furthermore, a land data assimilation can only ameliorate
the uncertainties and improve representation of model surface
conditions when satellite observations are available. Because of
limited satellite overpasses (e.g., Advanced Microwave Scan-
ning Radiometer on the Earth Observing System (AMSR-E),
at a bidaily maximum), the improved land surface conditions
often suffer from substantial errors and drift from the biases
in the predicted forcings of LSMs during the model forecast.
This is particularly the case for precipitation and solar radiation,
which are the most critical inputs for accurate land surface mod-
eling. For example, the exact timing and amount of rainfalls
are often incorrect in model predictions and introduce strong
biases in the assimilated land surface conditions at very short
time scales. In addition, when a model predicts rainfall events,
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solar radiation at surface is also reduced owing to model-
simulated cloud conditions. As a result, the partitioning of
turbulent fluxes, land–atmosphere interactions, and associated
atmospheric processes will be misguided during the subsequent
forecast [42]. To reduce biases in atmospheric forcings, a per-
turbation can be added to the predicted forcings [31]. However,
the perturbation methods requires expenses of additional model
integrations [15] and pitfalls that arise from modeling accurate
forcing for land surface models are still unsolved, and are
the most challenging issues faced by the land and atmosphere
modeling communities. Solving these issues is essential for
both land surface and NWP model applications, and will greatly
help to understand and predict regional/global water and energy
budgets accurately.

Clouds directly influence the surface meteorological forcings
(i.e., downward radiation and rainfall) and thus strongly affect
the estimation of Earth’s surface water and energy budgets. As
a result, this study focused on improving cloud representations
in NWP models. Previous studies showed that the uncertainties
in cloud microphysical processes and initialization of moisture
fields [e.g., water vapor (WV) and cloud liquid water content
(CLWC)] are major stumbling blocks in precipitation forecasts
[25], [32], [37]. The assimilations of observed WV into NWP
models showed significant impact on short-range rainfall pre-
diction and development of convective systems [21], [22], [27].
Since ground-based measurements of CLWC and WV are very
limited, the assimilation of satellite observations at various
frequencies are used to retrieve atmospheric moisture fields
into NWP models [20], [26], [29], [34]. Multispectral infrared
images (e.g., Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer),
infrared (e.g., the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder) and higher
frequency of microwave [e.g., Advanced Microwave Sounder
Unit (AMSU)] sounders are widely used to obtain cloud char-
acteristics and sounding information of atmosphere over land
surfaces. Passive microwave observations (e.g., AMSR-E) also
contain much information on bulk atmospheric moisture fields
at higher frequencies; but these observations have not been
well utilized over land surfaces. Because of much weaker
and homogeneous water surface emission, methods to retrieve
atmospheric moisture fields over water bodies were successful
[2], [41], [44], [54]. Available methods over land employed
mainly empirical approaches that used polarization differences
based on regression equations [6], [7]. Those methods could
result in large retrieval errors owing to brightness temper-
ature depolarization attributed to the lack of homogeneity,
roughness and dense vegetation. Compared with water surface
(cold) emission, land surface emission exhibits strong temporal
and spatial variability [3] because of different surface types,
roughness conditions, and moisture content. These are major
obstructions to microwave atmospheric retrieval over land.

In this paper, we have developed a system, referred to as
the Coupled Atmosphere and Land Data Assimilation Sys-
tem (CALDAS), to physically introduce existing land and
atmospheric moisture heterogeneities from AMSR-E observa-
tions into a mesoscale model. CALDAS assimilated AMSR-E
lower frequency brightness temperature observations to
better estimate land surface conditions, and merged them with
higher frequency brightness temperature observations to esti-

mate atmospheric moisture fields over land surfaces. To meet
NWP model requirements, CALDAS was implemented on a
standardized interface referred to as the Coupler, to handle
effectively coupling and exchanges of data among individual
system components (i.e., atmospheric model, model operators
and assimilation methods).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, system
development and its major components are explained briefly.
In Section III, data sets and detailed methods of the system
execution are outlined. The study domain and model setup
are presented in Section IV. Based on numerical experiments,
Section V investigates the applicability of microwave higher
frequency observations in conjunction with lower frequency
observations over the land surface. Further examinations have
been carried out on the synchronized improvements of land and
atmospheric initialization and its influences on model simulated
land and atmosphere evolutions. Finally, in Section VI, conclu-
sions from our research findings are presented.

II. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

CALDAS (Fig. 1) has three subsystems: 1) a land–
atmosphere coupled mesoscale model [Advanced Regional
Prediction System (ARPS)-Simple Biosphere model version 2
(SiB2)]; 2) a LDAS; and 3) a cloud microphysics data assimila-
tion system (CMDAS). The combination of ARPS-SiB2-LDAS
models are named as LDAS-A, and detailed information on
LDAS-A was given in [46]. The following sections explain
briefly the formulation of major components of the CALDAS
system.

A. Mesoscale Model

Reference [52] compared the ARPS model performances
against Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model over
the Indian region and showed that the ARPS model produced
better results than WRF Model. Therefore, the ARPS was
chosen as the atmospheric driver. The ARPS is a comprehensive
regional- to storm-scale prediction system and its atmospheric
prediction component is a 3-D, nonhydrostatic compressible
model formulated in generalized terrain-following coordinates
[56], [57].

B. Land Data Assimilation System

The LDAS consists of a land surface scheme, a physics-based
radiative transfer model and a sequential assimilation algo-
rithm. It improves the surface moisture heterogeneity through
the assimilation of lower-frequency passive microwave obser-
vations, such as those at 6.9 and 10.65 GHz. The components
of the LDAS are explained briefly in the following subsections.

1) Land Surface Scheme (Model Operator): The SiB2 was
chosen as the LSM for ARPS and as the model operator for
the LDAS. The SiB2 model simplified the soil depth into three
soil sublayers: a surface soil layer that acts as a significant
source of direct evaporation when moist; a root zone, which
is the supplier of soil moisture to the roots and accounts
for transpiration; and a deep soil layer that acts as a source
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of Coupled Atmosphere and Land Data Assimilation System (CALDAS), its principal components, and the linkage between individual
components.

for hydrological base flow and upward recharge of the root
zone [49].

2) Radiative Transfer Model (Observation Operator): In
the 1–15 GHz microwave region, the atmosphere is transpar-
ent even with the presence of clouds and moderate rainfall.
Neglecting atmospheric and rainfall effects and assuming that
reflection at the surface is much less than radiation from the
surface and vegetation layer at lower frequencies, the brightness
temperature Tb at the satellite level is given by [17]

Tb = (1−Rp)Ts [exp(−τc) + [(1− ωc)(1− exp(−τc)Tc]] .
(1)

Here, Rp is the surface reflectivity and Ts is the surface
physical temperature (K), ωc is the single-scattering albedo
of the canopy, τc is the vegetation optical thickness and Tc

is the canopy temperature (K). The estimation of surface re-
flectivity for smooth surfaces is given in Appendix A. To
account for surface roughness effects, the Advanced Integral
Equation Model incorporating a shadowing effect [5], [33] was
considered. To account for the volume scattering effects (due to
heterogeneity of soil media), we adopted a method proposed by
[38], [39].

3) Ensemble Kalman Filter (Assimilation Algorithm): The
ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) is a sequential estimation pro-
cedure for nonlinear models that updates the system whenever
observations are available [14]. The EnKF represents the dis-
tribution of the system state with a collection of state vectors,
called an ensemble, and replaces the covariance matrix with
the sample covariance computed from the ensemble. In the
field of hydrology, [24], [47] applied the EnKF to soil moisture
estimation and found that it performed well against the varia-
tional assimilation method. An overview of the EnKF for soil
moisture assimilation was given in Appendix B and in [46].

C. Cloud Microphysics Data Assimilation System (CMDAS)

A 1-D Variational CMDAS was developed by [41] over
ocean and sea surfaces to improve the atmospheric moisture
fields through assimilation of higher-frequency AMSR-E ob-
servations, such as 23.8 GHz and 89.0 GHz. In this paper, the
model formulation follows [41] except in calculating boundary
layer (land surface) emissivity. At this time, CMDAS consid-
ered atmospheric moisture variables such as those of cloud
liquid water, WV, rain and snow as assimilation parameters, and
cloud ice and hail were the by-products of data assimilation
and Lin’s ice microphysics [35]. For completeness, a brief
explanation is given below.

1) Cloud Microphysics Scheme (Model Operator): Clouds
are generally in a mixed-phase of cloud droplets and ice
crystals. To be consistent with the atmospheric geophysical
parameters and to establish realistic retrieval of moisture fields,
Lin’s ice microphysics [35] was chosen to be the model op-
erator for CMDAS. Lin’s scheme considers five classes of
hydrometeors; cloud water, cloud ice, rain, snow, and hail. Ex-
ponential particle size distribution functions are hypothesized to
describe the particle sizes for rain [40], for snow [19], and for
hail [16].

2) Radiative Transfer Model (Observation Operator): At
higher frequencies of AMSR-E, absorption and scattering ef-
fects dominate and increase with increasing hydrometeor liquid
and solid phase. As a result, 89 GHz reaches saturation at
very low atmospheric moisture states, and after that, the rela-
tionship between brightness temperature and cloud condensate
decreases monotonically. WV is a polar molecule with an elec-
tric dipole and therefore produces rotation lines at 22.2 GHz.
As a result, it exhibits strong absorptions (therefore strong
emissions) at this frequency. Because of the applicability of
soil RTM to wider frequency ranges, the same RTM used for
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lower frequencies is used to estimate the surface emission and
scattering effect on upwelling radiation at higher frequencies.
To estimate the atmospheric absorption, emission and scattering
effects on upwelling radiation at higher microwave frequencies,
the four-stream fast model [36] was used. The model formula-
tions are given in Appendix C.

3) Shuffled Complex Evolution (Minimization Scheme): The
Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE) technique developed by
[12] was adopted as a minimization scheme in CMDAS. The
SCE is a global minimization scheme, in which competitive
evolution and complex shuffling are incorporated to ensure that
information contained in the sample is efficiently and thor-
oughly exploited. The SCE algorithm is based on an iterative
method, where a cost function is minimized by adjusting the
state vector or assimilation parameters. The cost function J(X)
is given by

J(X) =
1

2

[
(Xb −X)TB−1(Xb −X)

]

+
1

2

[
[Y0 −H(X)]T R−1 [Y0 −H(X)]

]
. (2)

Here, B is the background error covariance matrix, and R is
the observation error covariance matrix.

The estimation of background errors for cloud integrated
condensates (liquid and ice components) in spatial and temporal
scales is very difficult at this stage, because of the unavailability
of detailed cloud observations. As a result, to explore potential
of microwave cloud observations, the background error term
(Jb) is assumed to be equal to zero. A further assumption was
made for observations, where all observations have the same
error that is equal to a unit matrix (R = I). This method is
a simplest data assimilation method similar to direct insertion
method, which updates the system whenever the observation
is available assuming that data are perfect (i.e., a hard update,
by the corresponding observation at the same point without
consideration of model and observational errors). Considering
these assumptions, (2) can be written as

J(X) =
1

2

N∑
i=1

[Y0 −H(Xi)]
T [Y0 −H(Xi)] (3)

Xi =M(Xo) (4)

where Yo is the observations (23.8 and 89 GHz), N is the num-
ber of brightness temperature observations, H is the radiative
transfer model that represents land and atmosphere, M is Lin’s
ice microphysical scheme, and X is the atmospheric state.

D. Coupler

To establish a standard system with optional plug-ins, and
to test the combination of different models and data sources,
the coupler was designed to be modular and extensible. It
was also enabled on parallel computing platforms to satisfy
the increasingly high-performance computing requirements of
operational NWP models.

III. DATA SETS AND METHODS

A. Data sets

The following sections explain briefly the data sets used
within the CALDAS system.

1) In Situ Data: The automated weather station installed at
Gaize station includes a system for measuring soil moisture
and temperature, a precipitation gauge and a pyranometer (MS-
802). It works continuously to collect data with at temporal
resolution of 1 h. Soil moisture content is measured with a
Trime EZ sensor at depths of 3, 20, and 40 cm and soil
temperature is measured with a Pt100 resistance thermometer
at depths of 0, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 80 cm. In this paper, data of
soil moisture at 3 cm and soil temperature at the surface were
used to validate the models because the microwave sensors are
sensitive to a few centimeters (∼3 cm) of soil depth.

In July, 2008, Chinese and Japanese scientists jointly con-
ducted an atmospheric experiment at Gaize station and dur-
ing these periods, radiosonde soundings (Vaisala Radiosonde
RS92-SGP) were launched every 6 h. The observations made
during the period 6th July–16th July were used to validate the
models [55].

2) Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) Soil Mois-
ture Products: The 10–36 GHz algorithm [18] was applied to
AMSR-E data to estimate the surface soil moisture products.
Because the water content of vegetation affects the sensitivity
of the microwave remote sensing of soil moisture, [18] used
a method for simultaneously retrieving the soil moisture and
vegetation water content from two indices, i.e., polarization
index and index of soil wetness. These global moisture products
are available at 0.1◦ spatial resolution, bi-daily.

3) AMSR-E Brightness Temperature Data: AMSR-E is a
six-frequency dual-polarized total-power passive microwave
radiometer that detects microwave emission from the Earth’s
surface and atmosphere. It measures horizontally and verti-
cally polarized brightness temperatures separately at 6.925,
10.65, 18.7, 23.8, 36.5, and 89.0 GHz. Its individual mea-
surements have spatial resolutions varying from 5.4 km at
89.0 GHz to 56 km at 6.925 GHz. Even though the size of
the instantaneous field-of-view for each channel differs, active
scene measurements are recorded at equal intervals of 10 km
(5 km for the 89.0-GHz channels) along the scan. Calibrated
brightness temperature (Level 1B) data were obtained from the
Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency. We employed vertical
polarization at 6.925 and 10.65 GHz to retrieve soil moisture
heterogeneities, and the vertical polarization at 23.8 GHz and
89.0 GHz to retrieve WV and cloud condensate. Because
the observations have different spatial resolutions depending
on the frequency, we used the nearest neighborhood inter-
polation method to resample data to our model horizontal
resolution.

4) MTSAT-1R Data: MTSAT-1R is a geostationary satellite
located at 140 ◦E and records images in five wavebands such
as those of visible (VIS) (0.55–0.80 μm), infrared channel 1
(IR1) (10.3–11.30 μm), infrared channel 2 (IR2) (11.5–
12.50 μm), infrared channel 3 (IR3) (6.5–7.0 μm), and infrared
channel 4 (IR4) (3.5–4.0 μm). Image resolutions for VIS and
infrared (IR 1–4) channels at nadir are 1 and 4 km, respectively.
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To investigate the observed cloud activity over the selected
domain, split-window IR1 (MTSAT/1R1) observations were
obtained since no other direct measurements were available.
The MTSAT/1R1 brightness temperature observations are mea-
surements of cloud-top temperatures under the assumption that
the clouds are blackbodies. In addition, lower brightness tem-
peratures in an infrared image indicate sufficiently thick clouds
with the cloud tops radiating at the atmospheric temperature at
higher altitudes.

5) Initial and Boundary Conditions: The initial and lateral
boundary conditions are derived from data of the National
Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). These NCEP
FNL (Final) Operational Global Analysis data are available
on 1.0◦ by 1.0◦ grids at 6-h intervals. This product is derived
from the Global Forecast System that runs four times a day in
near-real time at the NCEP. To obtain the corresponding initial
and boundary conditions required to run the mesoscale model,
analysis results available at 26 mandatory levels from 1000 to
10 mb were used. Variables (e.g., pressure, geopotential height,
temperature, relative humidity and u and v winds) required for
each mesoscale model vertical layer were interpolated from the
26 mandatory pressure levels. NCEP continuously maintains
the archived time series of the NCEP/FNL data set to a near-
current date but not in real time (http://dss.ucar.edu/datasets/
ds083.2).

B. Methods

1) As shown in Fig. 1, the land–atmosphere mesoscale
model (ARPS-SiB2) was set up using initial and bound-
ary conditions from NCEP FNL global analysis data.

2) The Coupler integrated the ARPS model for a predefined
period (10 min), prepared the forcing data to the land
surface model (SiB2), and transfered the calculated at-
mospheric forcing data to SiB2.

3) At the beginning of SiB2 integration, the ensemble
(50 members) of soil moisture profiles was generated by
adding pseudorandom noise with prescribed statistics to
the first estimated soil moisture contents in the surface,
root, and deep layers. SiB2 was simulated independently
for each ensemble member of the soil moisture profile,
keeping the same model parameters and atmospheric
forcing. At the end of the SiB2 calculation, the mean
values of the soil moisture profile, soil temperature pro-
file, and surface heat and moisture fluxes were computed
from the ensemble of the forecast and fed back to the
ARPS model as the lower boundary conditions of the
atmospheric model. Procedures (2 and 3) were continued
until the AMSR-E measurements are available.

4) At times when AMSR-E observations were available,
the brightness temperatures at 6.9 and 10.65 GHz were
perturbed with prescribed statistics to produce an ensem-
ble of observations. The SiB2-driven ensemble of soil
moisture profiles, surface, and canopy temperatures were
used to obtain the simulated brightness temperatures (at
6.9 and 10.7 GHz) using the forward microwave radiation
transfer model and the EnKF calculated the updated soil
moisture profiles.

5) As soon as the LDAS finished the assimilations, the CM-
DAS was activated by the Coupler. The control variables
(profiles of temperature, specific humidity, pressure, air
density, mixing ratio of cloud water, rain water, hail,
snow, and cloud ice) were obtained from ARPS as an
initial state to run the model operator (Lin’s ice mi-
crophysics). The four-stream fast model calculated the
modeled brightness temperatures for 23.8 and 89 GHz at
satellite level by considering the land surface as the low-
est boundary. Land surface emissivity was calculated us-
ing assimilated soil moisture content, estimated soil and
canopy temperature and calibrated roughness parameters.

6) The assimilation scheme (SCE) updated the assimilation
parameters (integral of WV, cloud liquid water, snow, and
rain) within the feasible domain and minimized the cost
function by calculating errors between modeled and ob-
served brightness temperatures, while the model operator
(Lin’s ice microphysics) maintained consistency between
model and assimilated variables.

7) Finally, with the reinitialized land surface and atmo-
spheric conditions, the Coupler integrated the ARPS-
SiB2 model forward in time to predict land and
atmospheric evolution until the next AMSR-E observa-
tions were available.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTIONS

The performance of the new system was investigated by con-
sidering three simulations: 1) ARPS run, where a one-way nest-
ing procedure employed the land–atmosphere mesoscale model
without any assimilation; 2) LDAS-A run, in which a ARPS
run was accompanied by sequential land data assimilation; and
3) CALDAS run, in which a ARPS run was accompanied by
a sequential land data assimilation and a cloud microphysics
data assimilation. The results were compared with surface Au-
tomatic Weather Station measurements, satellite observations,
and radiosonde soundings.

A. Study Domain

To validate CALDAS system and to assess its retrieval ca-
pabilities, the system was applied to a mesoscale area on the
Tibetan Plateau. The study area is located in the western part
of the Plateau, including the Gaize station (84.05◦ E, 32.3◦ N)
and is bounded by the area (83.20◦ E–85.70◦ E, 30.6◦ N–
33.2◦ N) (Fig. 2). This region is characterized by a wider
flat valley and mountainous topography with heterogeneous
soil moisture distributions that is favorable for the study of
land–atmosphere interactions. The land-use type is bare land,
or sparse vegetation without intense human activity, which
ensured the applicability of the AMSR-E observations in this
region. The other main reason for selecting this region was the
availability of data sets for model validation.

B. Model Configuration and Parameter Settings

To capture small-scale atmospheric features related to the
land surface effect, the ARPS domain horizontal resolution
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Fig. 2. Mesoscale model domain: topographical map (meters) including
Gaize station.

was set to 0.05◦ × 0.05◦. Total number of grids in an x−
y-direction was 70 × 70 covering the domain area of 350×
350 km2. For the vertical grid, ARPS used a hyperbolic tangent
function to stretch the grid interval from 40 m at the first
level and 53 atmospheric layers in total (∼18 km above the
ground surface). The physical parameterization options were
configured with a 1.5-order turbulent kinetic-energy-based
closure scheme for sub-grid-scale turbulent mixing, latitude-
dependent Coriolis parameters and Lin ice microphysics [35]
as the microphysical processes. Geographical data sets such as
soil type, land-use type and vegetation parameters, were ob-
tained from ftp://aftp.fsl.noaa.gov/divisions/frd-laps/WRFSI/
Geog_Data. The NCEP FNL data set was used to drive the
initial and boundary conditions for model simulations. All three
simulations were initialized with the same land and atmosphere
initial conditions. The boundary conditions were introduced
to the simulations at every 6 h. Spatially distributed radiative
transfer model parameters used in this study were given in [46].

As integral values of moisture fields were assimilated by
CMDAS, the assimilated integral values were distributed with
predefined profiles. CLWC was assumed to have a parabolic
distribution, with zero values above the top and below the
bottom of cloud layers. In the cloud layers, air was saturated,
and the remainder of WV was distributed above and below
cloud layers. The distributions of rain and snow followed a
skewed profile and began to form at the cloud tops, grew to their
maximum at the cloud bottoms, and after that decreased be-
cause of evaporation and breakup of raindrop or snow flakes. To
assimilate atmospheric moisture parameters, lower and upper
limits of integrated values for the parameters have to be defined
explicitly. Based on global positioning system observations at
Gaize, lower and upper limits of IWV were set as ∼4 and ∼18
mm, respectively. Considering the nature of the clouds observed
over the Tibetan Plateau (cumulus and cumulonimbus), the
lower and upper bounds of ICLW have been set as 0 and 2.5
kgm−2, respectively (http://www-das.uwyo.edu/~geerts/cwx/

TABLE I
UPPER AND LOWER LIMITS OF ASSIMILATION PARAMETERS

notes/chap08/moist_cloud.html). The upper bound for the other
two parameters was selected arbitrarily since no information
was available (Table I). In addition, the CALDAS considered
only one cloud layer, and cloud depth has to be predefined
before the assimilation takes place. In this paper, we investi-
gated radiosonde observations (not shown), and according to
[53] cloud layer top and base heights were set to 1500 and 5000
m (relative to the ground surface), respectively.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Series of LDAS-A model simulations were performed to
identify adverse effects of rainfall events on assimilated land
surface conditions. Based on LDAS-A results, two simulation
periods (1st–2nd July 2007 and 7th–8th July 2008) were se-
lected to investigate performances of CALDAS.

A. Evaluation of Surface Soil Moisture Distribution

To assess reliability of assimilated land surface emission,
simulated moisture contents were investigated with JAXA’s soil
moisture products because of unavailability of spatial indepen-
dent measurements (e.g. infrared land observations were not
available due to the presence of clouds over the model domain).
Fig. 3(a)–(c) represent the spatial distribution of surface soil
moisture for ARPS, CALDAS, and JAXA at 0730 UTC on 08th
July 2008. The magnitude of soil moisture content simulated
by ARPS was higher in most of the model grids (particularly in
the west) and produced completely different spatial distribution
when compared with the JAXA’s product. On the other hand,
the distribution of CALDAS soil moisture contents, particularly
the dry and wet regions, was reasonably comparable to that
of JAXA’s product. Furthermore, the error statistics for model
simulated surface soil moisture against JAXA’s soil moisture
are given in Table II (soil moisture contents in the mountainous
region (above 5000 m) were excluded in the error calculations,
because AMSR-E retrieval might contain biases due to slope
and roughness effects on emitted microwave signal over very
larger mountains). As shown in the table, CALDAS showed less
mean bias error (MBE) and root mean square errors (RMSE)
and had high correlation with JAXA’s product compared against
ARPS results. An important point to be noted from Fig. 3(b)
and (c) and Table II is that JAXA’s soil moisture contents were
underestimated compared with CALDAS results. Quantitative
validation of assimilated soil moisture content at the Gaize was
shown in Fig. 9 and will be discussed later.
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Fig. 3. Spatial distribution of simulated volumetric surface soil moisture (m3/m3) at 0730 UTC on 08th July 2008; (a) ARPS (no-assimilation), (b) CALDAS
and (c) JAXA’s product, contour lines depict topography.

TABLE II
ERROR STATISTICS FOR MODEL SIMULATED SURFACE SOIL

MOISTURE WITH JAXA’S SOIL MOISTURE

B. Comparisons of Brightness Temperatures and Cloud
Condensate With Satellite Observations

To investigate the performance of CALDAS, the assimilated
brightness temperatures were analyzed. Fig. 4(a1)–(c1) and
(a2)–(c2) compare the observed and assimilated brightness
temperature at 89 and 23.8 GHz, respectively. The brighter grid
cells (lower brightness temperatures) in Fig. 4(a1) indicated the
existence of deep convective cloud and/or precipitation systems
within these grid cells. As shown in Fig. 4(b1), the assimilated
brightness temperatures were in reasonably good agreement
when compared with the observed brightness temperatures as
shown in Fig. 4(a1). The calculated absolute error distribution
at 89 GHz, as shown in Fig. 4(c1), is less than 5 K for all over
the model domain, except for a few grids cells. Similarly, as
shown in Fig. 4(a2) and (b2), the assimilated brightness tem-
perature at 23.8 GHz compares reasonably well with observed
brightness temperature. The absolute difference of 23.8 GHz as
shown in Fig. 4(c2) is less than 5 K in most of the model grid
cells. In a few grid cells, the errors exceeded 10 K but were less
than 15 K. When the error distribution of 23.8 GHz is compared
with that of 89 GHz, 23.8 Ghz showed slightly higher values
(∼5–10 K) than at 89 GHz. These error differences between
observed and assimilated brightness temperatures could result
from the following: 1) the degree of sensitivity of a frequency
to land surface emission, i.e., AMSR-E 23.8 GHz channel is
more sensitive than the 89 GHz; 2) errors in the calculation of
land surface emission (defined as surface emissivity multiplied
by surface physical temperature). In RTM, the predicted surface
temperature was used as a physical temperature, and when the
model grid experiences overcast sky conditions the model’s

temperature will be lower than the actual temperature owing
to less solar radiation inputs; and 3) some portion of the errors
are attributed to larger contrasts in spatial resolution between
AMSR-E frequencies (50 km-5 km), which therefore limits the
accurate estimation of land surface emission at finer scales. For
these reasons, the absolute errors were greater than 5 K in some
of the grids for both frequencies, and errors at 23.8 GHz showed
higher biases than 89 GHz.

The quantitative validations of individual or integrated at-
mospheric moisture variables (i.e., cloud liquid water, rain,
snow, and hail) are difficult even at point locations because
of unavailability of such data. A few variables (cloud liquid
water and rain rate) from satellite outputs are available over
ocean, but over land, these variables are still under investiga-
tion. Therefore, to evaluate the reliability of the assimilated
cloud condensate, qualitative comparisons were performed
between simulated vertically integrated condensate (summa-
tion of liquid and solid phases) and AMSR-E observation at
89 GHz. Fig. 5(a)–(c) shows the model simulation of vertically
integrated cloud condensate at 0730 UTC on 08th July 2008
(immediately after the land and atmosphere coupled data as-
similations) for ARPS, LDAS-A, and CALDAS, respectively.
The distributions of total condensate of both ARPS and LDAS-
A were similar, showed much higher values in the north, where
the Gaize station is located, and were completely different
from AMSR-E observation at 89 GHz [Fig. 5(d)]. On the
other hand, the CALDAS simulation showed that atmospheric
data assimilation significantly removed the predicted clouds,
which were not observed by AMR-E at 89 GHz, particularly
in the north and over the Gaize station when compared with
ARPS and LDAS-A cases. The CALDAS also produced cloud
activity as observed by AMSR-E, particularly in the south
[Fig. 5(c)]. The assimilated cloud distributions were coherent
and compared well with the observed cloud cell distributions of
AMSR-E observations at 89 GHz.

To further investigate reliability of the vertical distribution
of assimilated cloud parameters, two grid points were selected
such that one point represented the Gaize station where satel-
lite observations showed no clouds, and the other point (X)
represented a grid cell located at [84E, 31.2N], where satellite
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Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of brightness temperatures (K) at 0730 UTC on 08th July 2008; (a1) and (a2) observation by AMSR-E, (b1) and (b2) assimilation by
CALDAS, (c1) and (c2) absolute error between observation and assimilation at 89 GHz and 23 GHz, respectively.

observation indicated clouds. Fig. 6 shows variation in model
predicted cloud condensates with pressure height. As shown
in Fig. 6(a), at the Gaize model grid point, ARPS and LDAS-
A model simulations indicated the existence of cloud between
∼500 hPa to ∼300 hPa. On the other hand, the assimilation
of cloud parameters in the CALDAS simulation effectively
removed the predicted cloud and showed almost zero values of
cloud condensate for the entire atmospheric column. Fig. 6(b)
is for the point X, where AMSR-E observed cloud activity.
The ARPS model did not predict any clouds, whereas LDAS-
A showed very thin and light cloud between ∼350 hPa to
∼300 hPa. However, CALDAS predicted tall and dense clouds
from ∼500 hPa to ∼300 hPa. Therefore, CALDAS as a mul-
tifrequency assimilation system is very promising and has the
potential to reasonably retrieve atmospheric information over
land surfaces. However, the quantitative information on each
atmospheric moisture variable and microphysical properties has
to be investigated using reliable data sets to asses the full
capabilities of the CALDAS model.

To investigate the effect of assimilations during the model
forecast, geostationary meteorological satellite infrared cloud-
top temperature observations (MTSAT/1R1) were used. The
model-simulated cloud-top temperature was estimated based
on the study by [46]. Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the diurnal
variation in spatial correlations and RMSE calculated from
cloud top temperatures simulated by models and observed by

MTSAT/1R1 on 08th July 2008, respectively. Because Gaize
is located at the periphery of MTSAT’s field of view, MT-
SAT experiences a slight shift in observed cloud positions
compared with AMSR-E observations. To eliminate this shift,
MTSAT/1R1 and model cloud top temperatures were up-scaled
to 0.5◦. Negative highs in the spatial correlation indicate mis-
match between MTSAT/1R1 observations and model simula-
tions of cloud positions. Positive highs indicate coherences
between MTSAT/1R1 observation and model simulations. Prior
to land and atmospheric assimilation, all three models showed
relatively similar and lower (∼0.2) spatial correlations, which
became negative after 0600 UTC. At the time when CALDAS
performed both land and atmospheric assimilation, the corre-
lations were negative and RMSEs were maximum. However,
immediately after reinitialization, the CALDAS results showed
rapid increase (from −0.1 to +0.5) in the spatial correlation,
and rapid decrease in RMSE (from 53 to 38 K). One and
half hours after the assimilation, correlation reached a max-
imum of +0.72 and RMSE reached a minimum of 33 K.
Whereas the ARPS and LDAS-A model simulations showed
negative or very low spatial correlations and higher RMSEs
with MTSAT/1R1 observations. These results indicates that
CALDAS was reinitialized with improved cloud distributions,
which coincided well with MTSAT/1R1 cloud observations and
realistic assimilation of cloud condensate enhanced simulated
cloud activity over the model domain.
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Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of vertically integrated condensate (liquid plus solid phases) (Kg/m2) at 0730 UTC on 08th July 2008; (a) ARPS, (b) LDAS-A,
(c) CALDAS, and (d) AMSR-E brightness temperature at 89 GHz.

Fig. 6. Profiles of simulated cloud condensate (g/kg) from ARPS, LDAS-A,
and CALDAS at 0730 UTC on 08th July 2008; (a) at Gaize station (b) at a grid
cell (marked as X in Fig. 5) located at [84◦ E, 31.2◦ N].

Fig. 8 compares cloud top temperature distributions at 0900
UTC on 8th July 2008, when the spatial correlation was highest
and RMSE was lowest in the CALDAS simulation. Very active

Fig. 7. Hourly variation of error statistics calculated from model simulated
cloud top temperatures and MTSAT/1R1 cloud top temperatures on 08th July
2008; (a) spatial correlations, (b) root mean square errors (RMSE).
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Fig. 8. Comparison of model simulated cloud top temperature with satellite observation at 0800 UTC on 08th July 2008 (1.5 h after assimilation); (a) ARPS
case, (b) LDAS-A case, (c) CALDAS case, and (d) Geo-stationary meteorological satellite (MTSAT) infrared (1R1) brightness temperature (K), contour lines
depict topography.

clouds were simulated by both ARPS and LDAS-A models
over the Gaize station and to the north, whereas MTSAT/1R1
showed high cloud activity to the south [Fig. 8(a), (b), and
(d)]. As shown in Fig. 8(c), the CALDAS simulation improved
most of the model’s very active clouds to the north and better
represented cloud spatial distribution to the south as observed
by the MTSAT/1R1 channel. Although CALDAS significantly
reduced most of the cloud activity to the north, by one and
half hours after the assimilation, the number of cloud cells
increased in that region in contrast to results immediately after
the assimilation [Fig. 5(c)]. The increments in cloud activity to
the north in the CALDAS simulation at 0900 UTC could be due
to modeled dynamic (wind) fields, particularly the existence of
dynamic convergence in this region due to inaccurately pre-
dicted clouds before the assimilation. In the cloud microphysics
data assimilation, wind fields were not modified in accordance
to the assimilated moisture fields, and the same conditions
were kept before and after the assimilation. Therefore, the
presence of dynamic convergence could have encouraged cloud
formation to the north. On the other hand, improvements in
cloud activity simulated by CALDAS are noteworthy, partic-
ularly over the Gaize station and its surrounding areas. The re-
moval of model-misrepresented cloud condensate in CALDAS
contributed significantly to positive spatial correlations after

assimilation as shown in Fig. 7, whereas the other two models
showed negative correlations with MTSAT/1R1 observations.
In the south, cloud activity from 0730 UTC to 0900 UTC
also increased and compared well with MTSAT/1R1 obser-
vations in the CALDAS simulation. The replacement of air
gases with cloud condensate (has lower density than air gases)
can induce buoyancy or upward motion. This buoyancy could
have further enhanced cloud activity over the southern region.
As a result, the CALDAS simulated higher cloud activity,
and produced a high correlation with MTSAT observations at
0900 UTC.

C. Validations of Model Surface Soil Moisture and Rainfall
With In-Situ Observations

In the following sections, CALDAS simulations are inves-
tigated from perspective of land surface. Fig. 9(a1) and (b1)
compare surface soil moisture contents simulated by APRS,
LDAS-A, and CALDAS with surface soil moisture content
recorded at the Gaize station. The sudden drops in the soil
moisture trend correspond to the assimilation response, and
sudden peaks indicate rainfall occurrences. The figures are
separated into several periods, and separation lines (dashed
vertical lines) indicate the time when AMSR-E observations
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Fig. 9. Comparison of observed and simulated surface variables by ARPS, LDAS-A, and CALDAS at the Gaize station; (a1) and (b1) for surface volumetric soil
moisture (m3/m3) at 3 cm from 1st to 2nd July 2007 and from 7th to 8th July 2008, respectively, (a2) and (b2) for surface rainfall (mm/h) from 1st to 2nd July
2007 and from 7th to 8th July 2008, respectively. Dashed vertical lines on the figures depicted the time of assimilations.

were assimilated in both LDAS-A and CALDAS models. As
shown in Fig. 9(a1), period I corresponds to a free model
run where no assimilation was performed. During this period
the atmospheric model predicted a rainfall event that exceeded
100 mm/h, which is unrealistic in this region. All soil moisture
simulations were affected severely by this rainfall and showed
saturated moisture states. In the ARPS model, this rainfall
induced biases that persisted until the end of model execution.
This situation causes biases in partitioning of turbulence fluxes
and land–atmosphere interaction processes, which could then
enforce negative impacts on model forecast and water and
energy budgets evolution.

At 2030 UTC on 1st July 2007 (boundary between period I
and II) when satellite observations were available, LDAS-A and
CALDAS significantly improved rainfall-induced biases and
reinitialized the land surface conditions. During period II,
model soil moisture simulations by both LDAS-A and
CALDAS compared well with observed soil moisture trends.
When the next observations were available, the assimilation by

LDAS-A brought the soil moisture close to the observed value
(boundary between period II and III). However, immediately
after the second land data assimilation (during period III),
LDAS-A surface conditions were affected severely by instan-
taneous model rainfall events [Fig. 9(a1)]. To remove biases
in surface conditions, LDAS-A model requires the next satel-
lite observations. As expected, the next observations (at the
boundary between period III and IV) realigned the simulated
soil moisture that compared well with observed soil moisture.
Similarly, for 2008 as shown in Fig. 9(b1), during period III,
LDAS-A surface conditions were also affected by the model
rainfall event. In this case, the model predicted rainfall events
before the land data assimilation was executed, and the rainfall
event continued after the assimilation. Conversely, as shown
in Fig. 9(a2) and (b2), the introduction of atmospheric data
assimilation in CALDAS immediately removed the predicted
rainfall events that occurred during or immediately after the
land data assimilation. The successful removal of inaccurate
rainfall events effectively improved the simulated surface soil
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Fig. 10. Comparison of observed and simulated surface variables by ARPS, LDAS-A, and CALDAS at Gaize station on 08th July 2008; (a) solar radiation
(Wm−2), and (b) surface temperature (K).

moisture content. As a result the surface soil moisture contents
simulated by CALDAS in both cases [Fig. 9(a1) and (b1)]
compared well with observed soil moisture contents and the
trends at the Gaize station, particularly during period III. There-
fore, the improved land surface conditions will guide LSM
to represent land surface processes accurately during model
forecasts.

D. Evaluation of Model Forcing Data
With In-Situ Observations

Further investigations were conducted to assess the effect of
improved cloud distribution on model simulated solar radia-
tion, which is another major forcing for accurate land surface
modeling. Fig. 10(a) shows that solar radiation simulated by
CALDAS compares well with the observed radiation and has
smaller MBE and RMSE, whereas ARPS and LDAS-A showed
much lower solar radiation compared with observation and have
higher MBE and RMSE. The improvements in CALDAS simu-
lation can be separated into two time slots: 1) improvements
from 0300 UTC to 0500 UTC resulting from the previous
nighttime assimilation of AMSR-E observations (not shown);
and 2) improvements after the second assimilation, which took
place around 0730 UTC. Hence, the CALDAS improved cloud
representation over the Gaize station, solar radiation simulated
by CALDAS peaked immediately after the assimilation and
showed reasonable agreement with observations. One hour after
the assimilation, a decrease in solar radiation was observed in
the CALDAS simulation because of uncertainties in estimated
cloud distribution closer to Gaize station [Fig. 5(c)]. However,
two hours after the assimilation it again increased and fol-
lowed the observed trends, whereas in the ARPS and LDAS-
A models, because of the presence of clouds, both models
underpredicted the solar radiation compared with observations
significantly. The improvement in soil moisture and solar radia-
tion resulted in improvements in CALDAS-simulated surface
temperature with MBE equals to −2.3 K, RMSE equals to
6.5 K [Fig. 10(b)]. The other two simulations by ARPS and
LDAS-A resulted to underestimations (MBE ∼ −7 K and
RMSE ∼9 K) due to lower solar radiation input and higher soil
moisture content in the Gaize model grid cell.

E. Evaluation of Land-Atmosphere Interactions

Improving land surface conditions (i.e., soil moisture and
surface temperature) and land surface forcing (precipitation
and radiation) will eventually improve the estimation of turbu-
lent heat fluxes and convective processes, which will in turn
improve land–atmosphere interactions. To verify the mecha-
nism of land–atmosphere interactions, radiosonde soundings
were compared with the simulated soundings. Fig. 11(a) com-
pares observed potential temperature soundings with simulated
soundings from ARPS, LDAS-A, and CALDAS simulations
at 0500 UTC on 7th July 2008, which corresponds to 1100
Local Time (LT) at Gaize station. During this time, the land
surface was heated up by the solar radiation and turbulent
mixing started to occur closer to the land surface, as shown
by observed soundings. This observed trend was well captured
by CALDAS potential temperature soundings, and compared
well with observed soundings. The ARPS and LDAS-A mod-
els underestimated potential temperature soundings from the
surface to ∼540 hPa, and the difference between simulated
and observed potential temperature close to the surface was
∼4 K. At this time, the improvement in land surface conditions
alone did not result to any improvement in potential temper-
ature profile. The next observed sounding data was available
after 6 h, at 1100 UTC (1700 LT). At this time, as shown
in Fig. 11(b), the observed potential temperature soundings
indicated a well-mixed turbulent boundary layer with a well-
defined top at ∼480 hPa. During this period, highly active
interactions took place between land and atmosphere. However,
high moisture contents and overcast sky conditions (very week
solar radiation) in ARPS and LDAS-A (slightly better than
ARPS near the surface) models estimated very weak turbulent
fluxes as the lower boundary conditions, which might have
suppressed land–atmosphere interactions in both models. The
actual well-mixed turbulent boundary layer was captured well
by the CALDAS simulation. The simulated potential tempera-
ture soundings nearly mirrored observed soundings and has less
biases (MBE = −0.58 K, RMSE = 1.06 K) compared with
other two simulations. The improvement extended from the
surface to the middle atmospheric layers (∼480 hPa) in the
CALDAS simulation. These results indicated that CALDAS
represented well the actual mechanisms of land–atmosphere
interactions.
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Fig. 11. Comparison of observed potential temperature (K) soundings with ARPS, LDAS-A and CALDAS model soundings at (a) 0500 UTC, and (b) 1100
UTC on 08th July 2008.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Accurate representation of land surface conditions will im-
prove the predictability of weather and climate models. To
better represent land surface heterogeneities in NWP appli-
cations, land data assimilation was coupled with a mesoscale
model to directly assimilate AMSR-E lower-frequency bright-
ness temperature observations. However, because of limited
observations by AMSR-E (bi-daily), reinitialized land surface
conditions in land–atmosphere coupled models often suffer
from erroneously predicted atmospheric forcing, particularly
precipitation and solar radiation. Although severely affected
land surface conditions can be improved in the next satel-
lite overpass, because of the non-existence of future satellite
data, this situation is crucial in the case of numerical weather
forecasting.

To overcome this operational pitfall and to enhance the
predictability of a mesoscale model, we developed a system
that coupled atmosphere and land data assimilation systems
with a mesoscale model (CALDAS). CALDAS merged infor-
mation on AMSR-E’s lower frequency observations with that of
higher frequencies, and therefore facilitated passive microwave
remote sensing to obtain atmospheric information over highly
emissive and varying land surfaces. Numerical experiments in
the Tibetan Plateau showed that CALDAS reasonably retrieved
land and atmospheric moisture fields from AMSR-E multi-
frequency observations. CALDAS improved the spatial dis-
tribution of predicted clouds effectively, and predicted clouds
correlated highly with MTSAT/1R1 observations even 3.5 h
after the assimilation. During this period, the other two models
(ARPS and LDAS-A) showed high negative correlations with
the MTSAT/1R1 cloud observations. Improvements in cloud
simulations resulted in improvements in model forcings (i.e.,
precipitation and solar radiation) to the land surface model.
With improved atmospheric forcing, the land surface model bet-
ter estimated surface soil moisture and surface temperature, and
maintained them closer to observed conditions during model
forecast. As a result, CALDAS captured existing land surface
processes and the feedback mechanism of land–atmosphere in-
teractions, as confirmed by surface observations and radiosonde
soundings.

These results are encouraging in terms of producing reliable
regional water and energy budgets, particularly in ungauged
regions, because the system requires only satellite data as
inputs. Though the results showed that the investigated system
is capable of improving land surface variables, atmospheric
moisture information, and land–atmosphere interactions, fur-
ther improvements in system performance and applicability are
needed. 1) Dynamic field adjustments are crucial in cloud mi-
crophysics data assimilation to obtain reliable model forecast,
which was not addressed in this study. 2) Cloud parameters (i.e.,
cloud profiles, heights, and integrated condensates) were pre-
defined in CALDAS. Use of other satellite observations, e.g.,
AMSU, will provide more detailed atmospheric information
that can overcome these assumptions. 3) Integration of similar
satellite information (e.g., Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mis-
sion Microwave Imager), Global Precipitation Measurement
Microwave Imager, and Global Change Observation Mission is
feasible in the system. This will reduce the AMSR-E temporal
sampling problem and should enhance model predictability.
4) Consideration of remotely sensed surface temperature into
the system also has the potential to improve land and atmo-
spheric moisture estimation. 5) Further validation of the results,
such as cloud solid and liquid phases, will have to wait for
accurate and unambiguous 3-D cloud observations, which will
be the direction of future intensive observations.

APPENDIX

A. RTM Model for Soil

The calculation of surface reflectivity depends critically on
surface moisture conditions and degree of roughness. When the
land surface is smooth, Fresnel power reflectivity is used. The
horizontally (Rh) and vertically (Rv) polarized Fresnel power
reflectivity is calculated as

Rh =

∣∣∣∣∣
cos θ −

√
εr − sin2 θ

cos θ +
√

εr − sin2 θ

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(5)

Rv =

∣∣∣∣∣
εr cos θ −

√
εr − sin2 θ

εr cos θ +
√

εr − sin2 θ

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (6)
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Here, εr is the dielectric constant of the soil-water mixture,
which is given by [8]

εr =
[
1 + (1− ωs) (ε

α
s − 1) + wβεαfω − w

] 1
α (7)

where ωs is soil porosity, w is soil water content, εs is the
dry soil dielectric constant, εfω is the dielectric constant of
free water, α = 0.65, and β is a coefficient dependent on soil
texture. β is calculated from the soil texture as [51]

β = 1.09− 0.0011 ∗%sand+ 0.0018 ∗%clay. (8)

Further information can be found in [46].

B. EnKF Formulation for Soil

Consider X = [w1, w2, w3]
T as a state variable and the first

estimate, where w1, w2 and w3 are the soil moisture contents
of the surface, root, and deep soil layers, respectively. The first
estimate is used to create an ensemble of size (N) by adding
pseudorandom noise with known statistics. By dropping the
time notation, each member of state variable Xi is given by

Xi = X̄ + ei ei(i = 1, 2 . . . N) ∼ N(0, P ) (9)

where ei is the random error vector of each member obtained
from a multivariate Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
error covariance matrix P, and X̄ is the expectation of the
first estimate X. In the forecast step, the forecast state member
Xf

i is determined from the nearest analysis state member Xa
i

according to

Xf
i = M (Xa

i ) + ui ui ∼ N(0, Q) (10)

where M is the model operator and ui is the model error
vector of each member, obtained from a multivariate Gaussian
distribution with zero mean and error covariance matrix Q.

In the analysis step, the AMSR-E observation data are per-
turbed by adding a random observation error and each member
of the analyzed state variable Xa

i is updated as

Xa
i = Xf

i +K
[
(Yo + vi)−H

(
Xf

i

)]
vi ∼ N(0, R)

(11)

where K is a Kalman gain matrix, H is the observation operator,
Yo is the observation, R is the observation error covariance, and
vi is a random error vector of the observation with zero mean
and covariance matrix R.

C. RTM for Atmosphere

The radiative transfer equation for polarized waves in a
plane-parallel and horizontally homogeneous scattering layer
that composed of spherical particles can be expressed by [50]

μ
d

dτ

[
IV (τ, μ)
IH(τ, μ)

]
=

[
IV (τ, μ)
IH(τ, μ)

]
− ω0

2

1∫
−1

[
PV V PV H

PHV PHH

]

×
[
IV (τ, μ)
IH(τ, μ)

]
dμ′ − (1− ω0)B(τ)

[
1
1

]
(12)

where Ip(τ, μ) is the radiance at optical depth τ in direction μ
(the cosine of zenith angle) for polarization P , ω0 is the single
scattering albedo, Bτ is the Plank function at τ , and Pi,j (i, j =
H or V) is the scattering phase function.

The exact solution of Ip(τ, μ) can be obtained by solving
(12) using the discrete ordinate method with sufficient (e.g.,
32) streams. However, this is computationally intensive because
1) the phase functions are expressed in summations of infinite
terms and need to be calculated for many directions, and
2) the eigenvalue problem for a general solution of (12) needs to
be solved numerically for streams larger than 4. To reduce the
computation burden, the four-stream fast model was selected
[36] and this model introduces two assumptions: 1) no cross po-
larizations exist (i.e., PHV = PV H = 0); and 2) the scattering
phase matrix can be approximated by the Henyey–Greenstein
scattering phase function [23].
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